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Coravin Pro Kits
for restaurants!



A simple and elegant way to guarantee that every  

glass of wine you pour tastes like the veryfirst.

With Coravin, you can enjoy a sip, a glass, or more,  

from any bottle of wine—then remove the Coravin  

and come back to the bottle anytime.
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MEET CORAVIN
Any Wine. Any Amount. AnyTime.



Coravin provides

the best in winepreservation.
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INTRODUCING CORAVIN PRO
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Coravin ProfessionalProducts

PIVOT

Coravin Pivot™Pro

TIMELESS

Coravin Model ThreePro

ELONGATED  CAPSULECUP

to  hold larger  PROCapsules
REGULAR

CoravinPure™

Capsule
Pours  15–20 x    150mlglasses

ofwine

*Not compatible with  

Coravin Professional products

PRO

Coravin Pure™

ProCapsule
Pours 20–25 x 150ml  

glasses ofwine

30% more Argon 

gas

Coravin On-Premise products were designed exclusively for  

restaurants. Coravin Pure Professional Capsules, compatible  

only with Coravin Pro Systems, are 30% larger so you can  

keep the wineflowing.
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All Wines BTG

Increase sales and manage inventory

by moving featured wines toBTG.

Feature high-end BTG pours

that were only available in full bottleformat.

Create flights of world-class wine
that will excite and educateguests.

Offer wines in any quantity

a taste, a glass, a half bottle, or a fullbottle.

Be creative with pairing options
including rarer or higher-end wineofferings.

Pour fine dessert wines
by the glass to finish themeal.

Waste reduction
Reduce wine waste by 100% on all bottles poured BTG withCoravin



Yield MeasurableROI

INCREASE AVERAGE

By-The-Glass PRICE  

& total revenue by adding  

higher tiers of wineBTG

GROW  

REVENUE
INCREASE  

MARGIN
ELIMINATE  

WASTE

CUSTOMER  

SATISFACTION
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INCREASE MARGIN

by moving wines from  

the bottle list toBTG

ELIMINATE

WASTE on all  

bottles poured BTG  

withCoravin

Greater selection BTG  

dramatically improves  

GUEST SATISFACTION  

FOR CLIENTS



Potential Incremental Revenue forRestaurants

Double click on the below chart to gain access to excel RevenueCalculator
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LES CLIMATS-PARIS
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67 Pall Mall is basically built  

around the Coravin system.  

We have around 900 wines  

by the glass. We only use  

Coravin foreverything.

Before the lockdown for that  

few months time, wedidn’t  

use the bottles and when we  

reopened, wetasted every  

single bottle one by one to  

make sure that the quality of  

the wine is exactly how it  

should be, and it wasgreat.

Coravin has only benefits, we  

can do so many interesting  

things and wecan also give  

taste to members who might  

be concerned about the wine  

they never heard of, and they  

really want to try it, but they  

wouldn't have a full glass of  it, 

so wejust tell them that  you 

can have a little tasting  portion 

of it.”

Zsofia Kiss, Head Sommelier Assistant  

67 Pall Mall, London

Coravin as a tool in wine  

service has really solved the  

problem of wine oxidizing or  

going off after short term of  

serving it by theglass”

Coravin really made our  

service quicker, more  

efficient, and for that also  

better for ourguests”

If you like to diversity your  

wine by the glass options, in  

most restaurants you would  

benefit from having a  

Coravin ”

Jan Konetzki, Director of Wineat

Ten Trinity Square Four Seasons Hotel and  

PrivateClub

We have Coravin in all the  

places I’ve got because I just  

love the flexibility it gives  you, 

you can do so much,  

magnums, bottles, you can  

really play, you can have a  

bottle of wine for one day  

and try something else  

tomorrow.

One way to describe what  

Coravin has done for us, is a  

gamechanger.”

Xavier Rousset, Owner of Trade,  Texture 

& Blandford Comptoir,London
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We can talk about a pre and post Coravin ‘way of  

pouring’ as Coravin has really changed the way  

wine is served by restaurateurs and drunk by  

drinkers. In fact, Coravin allows you to explore  

wines like never before, while guarantying the  

perfect quality, and gives everyone the chance to  

have great experiences without exorbitantcosts.”

Matteo Cossu, Director of Top Misori  

Top Missori Wine Bar,Milan

Coravin has allowed us to change the habits of  

customers in terms of taste, there are bottles that  

maybe a customer, either for the amount, or  

because he does not know the type of wine, has  

always been reluctant to buy.”

Thanks to Coravin we have the possibility to let the  

customer taste it and therefore finalize the sale of  

the bottle, in case, or to propose it by the glass,  

generating a positive reaction from thecustomer.”

Valentina Bertini, Wine Manager  

Langosteria, Milan

Coravin has surely helped the business because we  

can offer more prestigious bottles that maybe  would 

still be in the cellar or that the guest has  never tasted 

before and would like to try. So, we go  to the cellar, 

weget that bottle, and we  make them  try it thanks to 

Coravin. So yes, it certainly helps  the business and 

the offer by theglass.”

Alessandro Feltrin,  

Sommelier atMudec

Thanks to Coravin, wewere able to increase the  

average revenue of the wine bar because wecan  

offer more important products and, consequently,  

the customer, attracted by this offer, decides to  

enjoy a new experience, thus increasing the  

average takings for the sale of wines by theglass”

Andrea Zoggia,  

Sommelier at Exit,Milan
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We use the Coravin system to be able to offer our  

customers the opportunity to taste a maximum of  

wine choices in the best possibleconditions.

The main advantage of the Coravin system is of  

course in terms of turnover. Selling by the glass  

can make a big difference compare to selling by  

thebottle.”

Matthieu Plantier, Head Sommelier  

Restaurant Pages*,Paris

Coravin enables us to answer every customer  

wishes.”

Clément Pavy, Assistant Head Sommelier  

Le Bon Georges, Paris

The Coravin system helps me in selling and  

proposing to taste a second glass toclients.

Just like a very good kitchen ingredient, like caviar  

or black cod, Coravin enables us to highlight the  

experience in therestaurant.”

Francesco Cosci, Head Sommelier  

Les Climats*, Paris

I wanted to offer a large choice on my wine menu  

and when I discovered Coravin I understood right  

away that it was exactly what I needed to get  there.”

Eric Wilmot, Owner  

Assemblages,Paris

CHANGING THE WAY

THE WORLD DRINKS WINE.
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We have used Coravin for two years, it is perfect to  

guarantee, to offer security to the customer and to  be 

able to really offer half-glass experiences or  wine by 

the glass that without this method would  not be

possible.

Before wehad Coravin, we  had to discard too  many 

bottles after a month. Since we started using  

Coravin, this problem was practicallyeradicated.

Thanks to Coravin the high-range wine  

consumption has increased between 15 and 20%  

in somecases.”

David Villalón,

Member of AngelitaMadrid

I can say that wehave increased by a “thousand  per 

thousand” the percentage of wine by the glass  

because now almost all wines that wehave in the  

menu we can have it by theglass.”

Alberto Juzgado, Sommelier  

Kappo, Madrid

We mainly have Coravin to offer a higher quality  

product. When weopen a special bottle, the  

premise is that the glass must be in perfect  

condition for the enjoyment of theguest.

The client has access to different wines, wines of a  

higher range. Maybe wesell less glasses of 5 €  but 

wesell more glasses of 20 or 30€. At the end  we

sell more wines that originally would not have  such a

rotation.”

Manuel Castro, Head Sommelier  

Bibo, Madrid

For almost any restaurant, it is good that they have  a 

Coravin to expand the wine list by the glass,  which 

is increasingly indemand.”

Jorge Olías, Sommelier  

Coque,Madrid
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The wine turnover has doubled, because  

the range you can do with Coravin has  

doubled, maybe even three times as  much. 

It gives you the opportunity to pour  and 

preserve more wines and therefore it  gives 

a betterresult.

You can serve better wines, with less  

waste and maintain the bestquality.”

Noel van Wittenbergh  

Ciel Bleu**, Amsterdam

The Coravin has made sure that the  

average spend has gone up by 100-125  

euros solely enabled byCoravin.”

PasquinelKolk

Ciel Bleu**, Amsterdam

I would definitely recommend people to  

start using Coravin, you can surprise the  

guests, offer more service by offering  

more wines by theglass.

And wenotice very much that people  

really like that and therefore comeback.”

Daphne Oudshoorn  

212*,Amsterdam

We do not understand that many more  

businesses work with Coravin, because it  

just really gives you the freedom to serve  

many wines and as well just to be able to  

increase yourservice.”

LuukMyers

Shiraz, Amsterdam
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IMPLEMENTING A SUCCESSFUL  

CORAVIN PROGRAM



Implementing a Successful  

Coravin Program

Setting Up the Menu

Offer unique and exclusive experiences.  

The key is to have both rare wines and  

accessible wines at various pricepoints.

• Thematicflights

• Magnums by the glass

• Rare tastingevents

• Unique food and winepairings

Promote your new menu by including  

callouts such as, Pours by Coravin or  

Wines by the Glass with Coravin.
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Pouring Tableside

Using Coravin tableside creates a  

memorable guest experience that  

increases wine sales at  

neighboringtables!
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Implementing a Successful  

Coravin Program



Training & Support

Coravin products are easy to  

use. The Coravin team will  

provide materials to train and  

support yourteam.
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Implementing a Successful  

Coravin Program
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CORAVIN PRO KITS



CORAVIN PRO

SelectKit

Pour 5–7 glasses perday

In the Bundle

• (1) Coravin Pivot™Pro

• (6) Pivot™Stoppers

• (1) Standard Base

• (12) Coravin Pure™ProCapsules
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CORAVIN PRO

ReserveKit

Pour 3–5 glasses perday

In the Bundle

• (1) Coravin Timeless ThreePro

• (6) Timeless ScrewCaps

• (1) StandardBase

• (12) Coravin Pure™ProCapsules
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